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Student evaluations of teaching (SET) are important in the university setting for determining tenure and promotion. In 2000, 88% of deans surveyed reported their colleges “always used” systematic student ratings to evaluate faculty teaching performance, and that number increased in 2010 to 94%\(^1\). Given the widespread usage of SET, it is important to consider biases, such as those due to gender, that may influence these evaluations. In particular, engineering has a low proportion of women faculty; only 15.7% of US engineering faculty were women in 2015\(^2\). Efforts to increase the number of women faculty may be influenced by any gender biases in SET, as career trajectories may be influenced by SET results. In addition, engineering has 78.6% male student body\(^2\). The interaction between student gender and instructor gender may also influence SET. This paper will provide a brief overview of research into the effect of professor (and student) gender on the SET scores, and briefly explore recommendations for mitigating the effects of bias.

SET is intended to quantify teaching effectiveness. However, it is not clear that this is what SET solely (or even primarily) measures. For example, one study showed a weak but positive correlation between the students’ learning, as assessed with a standard test before and after the course, and the course evaluation scores. They noted that “the section with the lowest course evaluation score witnessed similar amounts of estimated learning gains as the sections with the highest course evaluations”\(^3\). While our paper is not intended as a review of research on the relationship between SET and teaching effectiveness, it should be noted that much of the work described here is premised on the idea that unintended factors (including gender) likely influence SET scores to varying degrees.

The effect of instructor gender on SET has primarily been explored by aggregating and analyzing the SET scores for female and male instructors. Some studies measured no differences or small differences in the scores for female and male professors\(^4\)–\(^6\) while other studies found that students rated female professors lower than male professors\(^7,8\). However, these investigations do not control for differences in teaching styles and teaching effectiveness, making it difficult to determine the influence of gender bias; that is, they are measuring whether or not differences exist between instructor gender groups, rather than whether or not those differences are due to gender bias\(^9\). A gender bias could be masked at an institution if women faculty had a higher average teaching effectiveness\(^9\).

A few studies have controlled for differences in teaching effectiveness when exploring possible gender bias in SET. One study did this by disguising two instructors’ gender identity when teaching an online course\(^10\). For an online introductory anthropology/sociology course, students were divided into six discussion groups. Two assistant instructors (one female and one male) each taught two sections, one as their own identity and one as the other instructor’s identity. Therefore, four groups were included in the study, two groups in which the instructor’s actual gender was correctly identified to the students and two groups in which the instructor’s gender was the opposite of what the students were told. Efforts were made to ensure consistency in grading and the timing of feedback (neither faster nor slower to respond) between sections. When the SET results were grouped by actual instructor gender (i.e. the female instructor, whether the students believed she was female or male), no difference in the student ratings of the
instructors was found. However, when SET results were grouped by perceived instructor gender (i.e. both the female and male instructors, when the students believed each was female), students rated the perceived male instructor as significantly better than the perceived female instructor. These findings support the idea that there is a real bias that exists among students in evaluating instructors, not simply a difference in the teaching styles or teaching effectiveness between female and male instructors.

Another study performed a laboratory experiment where students were shown an identical lecture delivered by a stick figure with a gender-neutral voice and later were provided a written description of this professor (either female or male, either under 35 years old or over 55 years old) when filling out a teaching evaluation form. Student rankings for the professor, when identified as male, indicated they thought “he” was more enthusiastic, more frequently used voice tone to identify important concepts, was more likely to make students feel accepted and included, and showed more interest in the subject than the same professor when identified as female. Interestingly, there was no difference between male- and female-identified professors on content items on the same evaluation, namely “the ability to organize and logically deliver, with appropriate scientific terminology, precise lectures”.

Student ratings of male and female instructors are likely influenced by the gendered expectations of the rater. Two straightforward examples of gendered expectations are that students are more likely to assume a male instructor holds a PhD as compared with a female instructor, and are more likely to refer to male instructors as “Doctor” or by their last name when writing evaluations of their instructors. Each of these examples shows that the status and credentials of female faculty are discounted. Female professors may be expected to be more caring and nurturing than male professors, given that these traits are considered more feminine. Even though female instructors had more meetings with students outside of class hours, students were more likely to say female instructors were insufficiently available compared to male instructors. Finally, enthusiasm (which can alone can raise SET scores) is more consistent with a male gender stereotype, which may cause students to dismiss evidence of enthusiasm in female instructors (a form of confirmation bias), leading to lower SET scores for women. These all indicate different expectations for female and male instructors, in both their background and their educational style.

Personal experience may reduce students’ gendered expectations for female instructors, and thus reduce the influence any preexisting stereotypes have on SET. One study demonstrated that exposure to previous women instructors has been shown to reduce the bias in SET scores rating a single video lecture. Other authors have theorized that students who do not interact much with an instructor rely more heavily on stereotypes for judgement rather than relying on the instructor’s actual behaviour. In engineering, one challenge in applying these ideas is that there are many fewer opportunities for students to have personal experience learning from a female instructor, due to the low percentage of women faculty. On the other hand, women academics are perceived as exceptions, a perception that is heightened when they are in heavily male-dominated fields. This can translate into being perceived as exceptions to gender stereotypes as well, reducing the dissonance of women faculty acting in traditionally masculine ways.
The gender of the student doing the rating, and the interaction between student and professor gender, may also influence SET ratings. Female students are more likely to choose a female instructor as their best instructor while male students were more likely to choose a male instructor as their best instructor\textsuperscript{16}. Within the same class, female students gave female instructors higher SET scores than male students, but there were not significant differences between how male and female students rated their male instructors\textsuperscript{6}. In another study, male students rated female instructors substantially lower than male instructors on all teaching evaluation measures, while female students rated female instructors somewhat lower on two-thirds of the measures\textsuperscript{7}. If there are few female students, as is the case in most engineering classes\textsuperscript{2}, then any benefit of higher (or even not quite as reduced) female student ratings accrued to female instructors may be overbalanced by a preponderance of lower ratings from male students.

It is also important to acknowledge that other factors unrelated to either teaching effectiveness or gender also influence SET scores, including the students’ grade expectations\textsuperscript{17}, instructor race\textsuperscript{18}, instructor age\textsuperscript{11}, and instructor charisma\textsuperscript{19}.

In conclusion, there is evidence that gender bias influences SET, and that scores may be impacted by both instructor gender and student gender, with women faculty typically receiving lower scores. Caution is called for among engineering educators and administrators when using SET for advancement, tenure, and other decisions, due to the potential for compounding effects of even small gender biases on SET scores to limit the advancement of women faculty. Some recommendations for addressing the challenges of gender bias in SET include:

- Evaluating professors for their teaching in multiple ways to control for the acknowledged biases regarding gender. Beyond student evaluations, other tools for evaluating instructors include teaching portfolios, peer evaluations, outcome-based measures or discussions with groups of students regarding the professor’s performance\textsuperscript{20,21}.
- Separating or removing survey items on instructor expressiveness, such as enthusiasm, warmth, confidence, and voice tone; SET may not accurately measure these, as they are filtered through existing biases about gender norms\textsuperscript{11}.
- Raising awareness of existing gender biases through workshops for professors or by instructors engaging with students about gender issues in the classroom\textsuperscript{21}.
- Continuing research on gender biases in SET, particularly in engineering, where the majority of professors and students are male.

Questions for the panel:

- From your experiences, do you see evidence of different student expectations for female and male engineering professors, particularly related to attributes included in SET?
- Is bias (due to gender or other factors) in SET something that is acknowledged or addressed in your department? If so, how?
- How is SET used at your institution (e.g. for tenure/promotion?), and what is the potential impact of SET bias on the advancement of women engineering faculty?
- Engineering student bodies are typically predominantly male, as are engineering faculty rosters – what influence do you think this has on SET in engineering generally, and gender bias in SET specifically?
• What impact (positive or negative) do male colleagues’ attitudes and actions have on the content of SET surveys, gender bias in SET, and the larger question of the advancement of women engineering faculty?
• What can institutions and individuals do to address and mitigate the effect of gender bias in SET, particularly within engineering?
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